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Abstract
In this paper we present a framework for the automatic building of a domain taxonomy from text corpora, called Automatic
Taxonomy Construction from Text (ATCT). This framework comprises four steps. First, terms are extracted from a corpus of
documents. From these extracted terms the ones that are most relevant for a specific domain are selected using a filtering approach
in the second step. Third, the selected terms are disambiguated by means of a word sense disambiguation technique and concepts
are generated. In the final step, the broader-narrower relations between concepts are determined using a subsumption technique that
makes use of concept co-occurrences in text. For evaluation, we assess the performance of the ATCT framework using the semantic
precision, semantic recall, and the taxonomic F-measure that take into account the concept semantics. The proposed framework is
evaluated in the field of economics and management as well as the medical domain.
Keywords: Taxonomy learning, word sense disambiguation, term extraction, subsumption method, semantic taxonomy evaluation

1. Introduction

edge is required [5, 13]. Even if the required knowledge is
available, it remains a tedious task to organize a high num-

In a world where the amount of digital data grows over more
ber of concepts in a proper manner. Therefore it is interestthan 50% per year, any means to structure this data becomes ining to find ways to automatically build taxonomies [40]. Based
creasingly relevant [19]. Knowledge management and decision
on the availability of large text corpora one can investigate the
making tasks more and more rely on such unstructured data
construction of taxonomies from text, using techniques stemand its derived, structured knowledge. One way to deal with
ming from the closely-related field of terminology engineerthe growing amount of data is by using taxonomies. A taxoning [1, 10, 11, 24]. Such automatic taxonomy construction can
omy is a concept hierarchy in which the broader-narrower relagreatly support the knowledge acquisition phase during the detions between different concepts are stored. Taxonomies have
velopment of a knowledge-intensive decision support system.
proven useful for information search, classification, navigation,
As the knowledge acquisition is fully automatic, it seamlessly
etc. [2], and hence can be exploited in decision support systems.
provides up-to-date knowledge in a decision process, which can
Manually creating a taxonomy, however, remains a diffibe of use in real-time business in a wide variety of tasks. For incult and time consuming process. In order to be able to constance, taxonomies can support query formulation targeting at
struct high quality taxonomies, a massive amount of knowlfor instance finding articles on a certain theme [3], or can supauthor; tel: +31 (0)10 408 1340; fax: +31 (0)10 408 9162
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port recommendation systems [39]. Moreover, (automatically
built) taxonomies can be employed in faceted search applicaMarch 17, 2014

tions [43], or they can be used for summarizing information

WSD is applied. The main focus of this work is on the use of

from different text-based data sources [7]. Last, a common ap-

WSD in the process of automatic taxonomy construction.
In this paper, we present a framework using a semantic ap-

plication of taxonomies is in the filtering, enriching, or improv-

proach for the automatic construction of domain taxonomies,

ing the quality of the data used in support systems [12, 25].

called Automatic Taxonomy Construction from Text (ATCT).

To automatically create a taxonomy from text corpora, first,

In the ATCT framework WSD is incorporated. The text corpora

terms need to be extracted. These extracted terms form the lexi-

that are used to extract terms are the text corpus of RePub1 and

cal representations of the concepts of the taxonomy that is to be

the text corpus of RePEc2 . RePub is a repository of documents

built. After the concept lexical representations are determined,

from the Erasmus University Rotterdam, the Netherlands. It

the concepts need to be stored in a concept hierarchy to form

contains documents from different domains such as economics,

a taxonomy, which requires the use of clustering techniques.

health, law, and psychology. RePEc is an online database which

An intermediate step called word sense disambiguation (WSD)

solely contains economic articles collected by volunteers from

may also be applied to ambiguous simple terms. WSD is the

76 countries. We have selected both corpora because they are

process of deriving the sense in which terms are used in text.

tagged specifically for two domains of interest, i.e., economics

For example, the term ‘return’ may refer to a tennis stroke, but

and management, and health and medicine.

also to a return of money arising from economic transactions.

Two taxonomies are constructed, one for the domain of eco-

By applying WSD, the taxonomy terms thus have associated a

nomics and management, and the other one for the domain of

meaning which removes their possible ambiguity. This disam-

health and medicine. The taxonomy that is constructed for the

biguation allows for improved concept definition.

domain of economics and management uses a total of 25,000
A common way of evaluating automatically built taxonomies

documents from RePub and RePEc. The medicine and health

is by applying a golden standard evaluation [21, 9], in which a

taxonomy uses a total of 10,000 documents from RePub only.

constructed taxonomy is compared to a benchmark taxonomy.

Furthermore, we introduce a new method for disambiguating

In the past such evaluation, however, only has taken place on

taxonomy concepts. The application of this method allows for

a lexical level. As the terms in the benchmark taxonomy are

the semantic evaluation of the built taxonomy. The taxonomy

ambiguous, evaluation is limited to comparing the lexical rep-

for economics and management is semantically evaluated using

resentations of taxonomy concepts. Because of these represen-

the STW Thesaurus for Economics and Business Economics3

tations, it might occur that taxonomy concepts that are having

as the benchmark taxonomy. The taxonomy for medicine and

the same lexical representations but that are semantically dif-

health on the other hand is evaluated using the MeSH taxon-

ferent, are considered to be the same. To prevent this situation,

omy4 , which is a large ontology used for arranging medical

one can apply a semantic comparison of taxonomies. For this

subject headings.

purpose, the concepts of the benchmark taxonomy first need

The contributions of this paper are six-fold. First, we pro-

to be disambiguated. In our current endeavors, we present an

vide a semantic approach for taxonomy construction from text.

approach that enables the taxonomy evaluation on a semantic
1 Available

at http://repub.eur.nl/
at http://repec.org/
3 Available at http://zbw.eu/stw/
4 Available at http://onto.eva.mpg.de/obo/mesh.owl

level. In order to be able to apply a semantic evaluation, on

2 Available

both the constructed taxonomy and the benchmark taxonomy,
2

Second, we define new evaluation measures, i.e., the semantic

and last, we summarize the section with a general discussion

precision and semantic recall. Third, the framework as pre-

on existing extraction methods with respect to our proposed

sented in the paper makes use of WSD for both the text cor-

methodology.

pus as well as the reference ontology (used for evaluation) in
2.1. Term Extraction

order to better define the meaning of concepts. Fourth, we investigate taxonomy construction from text corpora for the field

Several methods are available to extract terms from a set of

of economics and management, a domain which has not been

documents. These methods can be broadly categorized into

previously considered for this task in the literature. Fifth, we

three different approaches: linguistic approaches, statistical ap-

present a detailed evaluation of the different steps used in our

proaches, and hybrid approaches.

taxonomy construction framework. Last, we refine an existing
Linguistic methods use natural language processing (NLP)
subsumption method [36] using concept semantics.
for term extraction. A linguistic method is part-of-speech tagThe rest of the paper is structured as follows. First, related
ging [42]. A part-of-speech (POS) tagger labels the part-ofwork in the area of automatic taxonomy construction from text
speech (e.g., adjective, noun, verb, etc.) of terms appearing
corpora is reviewed in Sect. 2. Then, the ATCT framework
in a text. Another technique is morphological analysis. This
and its implementation is introduced in Sects. 3 and 4. Subsetechnique is used to derive a term’s form, e.g., whether a term
quently, the taxonomies built using our ATCT implementation
is used in singular or plural form, the term’s inflection, etc.
are evaluated in Sect. 5. Last, we provide a summary of our
One can also extract terms by using lexico-syntactic patterns,
research, as well as future work directions in the field of autowhich analyze relations between terms to possibly retrieve new
matic taxonomy construction from text in Sect. 6.
terms [17]. An important feature of linguistic techniques is
their ability to define the grammatical functions of terms in sen2. Related work
tences. When extracting terms for a certain domain, they however do not consider the relevance of a term for that domain.

In this section we discuss the current body of literature in
the field of automatic taxonomy construction from text. A vast

Cimiano et al. [6] propose a novel linguistic approach that

amount of research has been done in this area, and existing

specifically focuses on verbs. The authors assume that verbs

works differ in various ways. In general, three different as-

limit the semantic content of their arguments, and hence can be

pects of taxonomy extraction can be distinguished, which are

exploited for building conceptual hierarchies by using the inclu-

addressed in this section. For each of these aspects we infer the

sion relations between the extensions of the verbs’ selectional

main approaches. First, various methods that have been applied

restrictions. The discussed method relies solely on generic NLP

to extract the terms used in taxonomies are described. Then,

tools for determining the part-of-speech, and hence can be clas-

a review of methods to construct the broader-narrower relation

sified as a linguistic method.

between concepts is presented. Last, previous work concern-

Differently than the linguistic approaches, statistical meth-

ing the evaluation of the built taxonomies is given. Also, we

ods do not use the linguistic characteristics of terms, but rely

elaborate on word sense disambiguation techniques that can be

solely on statistical measures to extract terms. These statis-

applied in automatic domain taxonomy construction processes,

tical methods are applied to acquire the relevance of a term
3

for a domain. One popular statistical method is the term fre-

brid method that calculates a score for each term based on their

quency - inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) [34] measure.

length and their context (words surrounding the term) [15]. This

This method uses the frequency of a term in a domain corpus

method is used for improving the extraction of compound terms

document (the term frequency) and the inverse number of cor-

(terms that consist of multiple words). However, as terms with

pus documents in which the term appears (the inverse document

a higher length have priority in the selection process, this tech-

frequency). The higher the term frequency is in comparison

nique might not select important short terms.

with the document frequency, the more relevant a term is ac-

Another hybrid method computes a χ-square value for each

cording to the TF-IDF measure. It might occur that a relevant

term after linguistic processing has taken place [44]. Terms

term appears often in corpus documents and thus might not be

with a χ-square value above a certain threshold value are se-

selected as a relevant term. To prevent such a situation a non-

lected as representant for a certain domain. A last example is

stopping word list can be used [15], on which terms are listed

the work presented in [35]. The authors propose a method for

that should never be filtered out.

automatic taxonomy extraction from Web sources by employing different types of linguistic patterns for finding hyponyms,

The authors of [45] provide an example of frequency-based

and by additionally using statistical measures for inferring in-

taxonomy extraction for mining characteristic phrases (i.e., se-

formation relevance.

quential patterns) that describe documents. In their extraction phase, meaningless sentences are removed, based on the

2.2. Hierarchy Creation

amount of occurrences within the same paragraph. Another ex-

After terms or concepts have been identified using the previ-

ample of a statistical approach to term extraction that does not

ously described methods, various methods are available that are

exploit linguistic characteristics is presented in [26]. Maedche

able to create a hierarchy. For instance, formal concept analysis

and Volz extract terms from text using several statistical and

groups objects with their attributes [5]. By identifying the sim-

data mining-based algorithms, mainly based on term frequen-

ilar attributes of multiple objects, the relations between objects

cies. The outputs of these algorithms are subsequently used for

can be defined. Determining the attributes of objects from text

creating concepts and their lexical representations, which can

is achieved by linking terms with verbs.

be used in following steps for deriving concept hierarchies. Al-

Hierarchical clustering starts with one cluster and progres-

ternatively, Google page counts can be used [27]. These page

sively merges clusters that are closest to each other [23]. Mea-

counts serve as a substitute for term frequencies, and appear to

sures to determine the distance between clusters are: average

work well when used for calculating term dependencies, and

linkage, minimum linkage, and maximum linkage. A problem

subsequently adjacencies (resulting in a taxonomy).

with hierarchical clustering is the labeling of the clusters. To

Hybrid extraction techniques combine linguistic techniques

label clusters, one can use the most specific hypernym of the

and statistical measures. An example of a hybrid method is

terms in a cluster, or use the centroid of the cluster as the label.

the term filtering method presented in [38]. First, linguistic

In [18], the authors apply word sense disambiguation to clus-

processing takes place, after which terms are filtered on mul-

tering. To disambiguate a certain term that appears in a given

tiple criteria, e.g., domain pertinence, domain consensus, lex-

document the authors use the concept vicinity, which is defined

ical cohesion, and structural relevance. C/NC-value is a hy-

as the set of direct sub- and super-concepts. By counting the
4

amount of terms in the document that could express a concept

erarchy a certain number of votes. The taxonomic similarity

from the concept vicinity a term is disambiguated. In vector

between a to-be-added term and a hierarchy concept label is

space model representations, every document has associated a

computed by first retrieving the lowest common subsumer of

vector of weights corresponding to the occurrence of concepts.

the two terms. The closer the lowest common subsumer is to

For building a hierarchy of clusters, bi-section k-means, which

the two terms, and the further it is away from the hierarchy root

is a partitional clustering algorithm, is used.

node, the higher the taxonomic similarity. After computing for

Maedche and Volz [26] also make use of hierarchical cluster-

each node the amount of votes using a distributional similar-

ing for generating a concept hierarchy, accessing background

ity measure and a taxonomic similarity, a to-be-added concept

knowledge from existing ontological entities to label the ex-

is inserted as a child of the node with the highest number of

tracted hierarchy. Additionally, the authors propose a heuris-

votes [32].

tic, regular expression-oriented pattern-based approach, rely-

2.3. Evaluation

ing heavily on the Saarbruecken Message Extraction System

In order to determine the quality of a constructed taxonomy,

(SMES) NLP tool for processing German texts. The system

two types of evaluation may be applied. One could use the

applies basic NLP procedures such as tokenization, stemming,

golden standard approach [5, 9, 36]. In this approach the cre-

part-of-speech tagging, etc., but also performs morphological

ated taxonomy is compared to a benchmark taxonomy, which

analysis, grouping, and sentence pattern recognition. Moreover,

is usually a manually built taxonomy made by one or more

it is able to link stemmed words to ontological concepts.

experts. The two taxonomies are lexically compared based

The subsumption method constructs the concept broader-

on concept representation using the lexical precision and lex-

narrower relations based on the co-occurrence of concepts [36,

ical recall measures. The constructed taxonomy and bench-

37]. If a concept co-occurs frequently with another concept, a

mark taxonomy can also be compared based on the broader-

parent-child relationship is created between the concepts. As

narrower relations present in the taxonomies by applying the

only co-occurrence values are calculated and computations re-

taxonomic precision and taxonomic recall measures. To deter-

main simple, the subsumption method allows for a fast creation

mine the similarity of the broader-narrower relations of the two

of broader-narrower relations between concepts.

taxonomies, specific semantic evaluation measures are used.

Classification methods have also been proposed that add

Examples of specific semantic evaluation measures are the se-

concepts to already existing concept hierarchies. In the tree-

mantic cotopy (S C) (used in, e.g., [6]) and common semantic

descending algorithm a term is added to a hierarchy by descend-

cotopy (CS C) [5]. The S C is a collection of a concept and all

ing the hierarchy from the root to the leaf. The term is added as

its sub- and super-concepts. The CS C is the collection of a con-

a child of the leaf node that is on the path with the highest sum

cept and the sub- and super-concepts that are shared by the built

of similarities with the to-be-classified node [32].

taxonomy and the benchmark taxonomy.

In the tree-ascending algorithm a combination of distribu-

When no benchmark domain taxonomy is available to eval-

tional similarity measures (similarity of two concepts in text

uate a constructed domain taxonomy, one can also use several

corpora) and taxonomic similarities (similarity of concepts in

domain experts to manually evaluate the built taxonomy. By

a taxonomy structure) is computed to give a node in the hi-

averaging their individual judgments the quality of the built tax5

onomy can be determined without the use of a benchmark tax-

In the supervised method named GAMBL [8] first a train-

onomy. A problem with this sort of evaluation is that it might

ing text is analyzed linguistically. For the terms that appear in

be difficult to find a group of domain experts for judging the

the training text the method checks if it is a term with multi-

constructed taxonomy.

ple senses and if the term has a frequency in the training text
above a specified threshold value. If a term has a frequency

2.4. Word Sense Disambiguation

below the specified threshold value, or if the term is monose-

Although to our knowledge, word sense disambiguation

mous, the most frequent or the unique sense is assigned to the

(WSD) is generally not employed for automatic taxonomy gen-

term. If a term has multiple senses and has a frequency above

eration, we argue that it is a crucial step in the generation of

the threshold value, so-called expert modules, which are classi-

taxonomies, as for extracted terms, word sense disambigua-

fiers specialized in assigning the proper sense to an ambiguous

tion may be applied for identifying term meaning. This could

term, are trained and used for disambiguating terms.

help in identifying duplicate terms that represent the same con-

The supervised Naive Bayes method uses feature probabil-

cepts, or by distinguishing between multiple concepts that have

ities and prior probabilities to select a term’s sense [46]. A

the same lexical representation. Although such procedures are

feature probability is the proportion of times the sense and a

very useful, it should be noted that this only holds for non-

feature associated with the sense, such as a word that often ap-

compound terms, as compound terms usually have only one

pears close to the sense in the text, have been found together

meaning. Next, we discuss four different WSD methods, of

in the training data. The prior probability is the proportion of

which one is an unsupervised method and the other three are

times a sense was associated with a term in the training data.

supervised methods. The difference between supervised and

The sense maximizing the product of feature probabilities and

unsupervised methods is that supervised methods use training

the prior probability is selected as the sense of a term.

data to train classifiers and subsequently disambiguate terms

Another supervised WSD method is SenseLearner [28]. This

from a test set by using these classifiers, whereas unsupervised

method is minimally supervised, as it only uses a relatively

methods do not require this information.

small amount of training data and makes generalizations of
concepts learned from the training data by using the semantic

2.4.1. Methods
network of a semantic lexicon to also be able to disambiguate
An unsupervised WSD method is Structural Semantic Inter-

terms in the test data set that did not appear in the training data.

connections (SSI) [30]. This method disambiguates terms by

Therefore this algorithm does not require as much data as the

computing what sense of the term has the highest similarity

other considered supervised WSD methods.

with its context, the senses of the terms surrounding the cur2.4.2. Similarity measures

rent term. The context of a term can be the sentence the term
appears in, but also the paragraph or document in which the

Many similarity measures are available to determine the sim-

term is used. A context list is initialized by taking the senses

ilarity between terms. For instance, Resnik’s similarity measure

of monosemous terms (terms with only one meaning). If no

uses the information content of terms [33]. The information

monosemous terms are available in the context, the most com-

content is defined as the degree to which terms share informa-

mon sense of the least ambiguous term is selected.

tion. If a term has a high probability of appearing in a specific
6

corpus, then the information content of that term is low. The

methods for term extraction, and some prefer a hybrid method.

reasoning behind this is that the more often a term appears, the

However, to our knowledge, none of them seems to be able to

more general it is, and therefore the less informative it is. The

deal with semantic representations. Furthermore, word sense

similarity between two terms is determined by taking the in-

disambiguation is generally not employed for term extraction,

formation content of the lowest common subsumer of the two

although a disambiguation procedure could improve the tax-

terms. As only the information content of the lowest common

onomy quality by merging synonyms and by distinguishing

subsumer is calculated, Resnik’s measure proves to be a fast to

homonyms. Last, the evaluation seems to be weak in most of

compute similarity method.

the investigated cases, as it is generally done on a lexical level,
and not on a semantic level.

Jiang and Conrath’s similarity measure goes one step further [20]. This measure does not only take the information con-

Despite the proven advantages of linguistic, statistical, and

tent of the lowest common subsumer of two terms into account,

hybrid methods in terms of performance and interpretability of

but it also uses the information content of the two terms for

the results, given the issues pointed out above, we propose a

which the similarity is measured. The results of this measure

semantic approach to taxonomy construction. As most linguis-

are more accurate than those of Resnik’s similarity measure,

tic methods, we rely heavily on a set of initial NLP procedures.

while it also is a fast to compute similarity method [4].

Our method differs from the existing (linguistic) works in that

Another similarity measure is a window-based similarity.

we aim to better define the meaning of concepts by employ-

This measure uses the frequency and probability of two terms

ing an additional disambiguation step (based on an improved

appearing in a window consisting of words that appear in se-

version of the SSI algorithm) for both the extracted taxonomy

quence. The higher the probability that the two terms appear in

and the reference ontology used for evaluation. For hierarchy

a window, the higher their similarity [31].

creation, we adopt the subsumption method due to its proven

The work presented in [31, 16] is a Web-based method,

performance, yet we refine the method using concept semantics

which utilizes a search engine to determine the similarity be-

which improves accuracy, as found in [7]. In terms of evalua-

tween two terms by counting the number of retrieved pages for

tion, we make use of the commonly used golden standard ap-

the two terms. The higher the returned number of pages with

proach and the taxonomic precision and recall measures (based

two terms, the higher the similarity between the two terms. The

on common semantic cotopy scores). Additionally, we propose

advantage of this method is that it has access to a vast amount

new evaluation measures, i.e., the semantic precision and recall,

of data, as it uses information available on the Web as its data

in order to better take into account the concept semantics.

source.
Because of the changes made in both the term extraction and
2.5. Discussion

the hierarchy creation steps, it would be interesting to compare

We have introduced various common methods for three as-

our method to other related works. However, a comparison

pects of automatic taxonomy extraction from text, i.e., for term

easily becomes rather problematic, as the state-of-the-art ap-

extraction, for relation extraction and hierarchy construction,

proaches differ in required inputs and target domains, thwart-

and for evaluating the generated taxonomies. As demonstrated,

ing a fair comparison. Moreover, as we propose additional

most works make use of either linguistic (lexical) or statistical

semantics-based measures (next to the commonly used taxo7
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Figure 1: Overview of the ATCT framework

nomic precision and recall), we are unable to compare our pro-

this purpose the corpus of text is used again. After disambigua-

posed method against other works, due to the fact that in the

tion has taken place, the broader-narrower relations between the

literature, evaluation has taken place on a lexical level rather

concepts are determined to create the concept hierarchy. This

than on a semantic level.

hierarchy is finally stored in an ontology with a SKOS [29] vocabulary to form the taxonomy.

3. ATCT Framework

This section continues by providing a detailed description
of each of the previously introduced framework components.

In this section we present our framework for automatically

First, the term extraction is discussed. Then, the process of

constructing a domain taxonomy, i.e., Automatic Taxonomy

term filtering will be explained. Subsequently, we describe how

Construction from Text (ATCT). An overview of the framework

WSD is applied. Last, the approach used for creating a broader-

is shown in Fig. 1, which depicts the sequence of the different

narrower concept hierarchy is presented.

data processing steps, as well as the input and output of these
steps.

3.1. Term Extraction
The ATCT framework consists of four main steps. First, term
extraction takes place to extract terms from a corpus of text.

The first step in building a taxonomy is to extract the terms

These terms are then filtered on multiple criteria and selected

from a text corpus. The terms that are extracted are the nouns

in the term filtering step. The selected terms are stored as la-

that appear in the text documents. We choose to extract nouns

bels of concepts. The concepts however do not have a meaning

as many existing taxonomies consist of concepts that are la-

yet. Therefore the concept labels are disambiguated by sub-

beled by nouns [15] and to properly evaluate the built taxon-

sequently applying word sense disambiguation (WSD) based

omy with the two reference ontologies, i.e., the earlier intro-

on the senses gathered from a semantic lexicon. To be able

duced STW taxonomy and MeSH taxonomy, which also use

to perform WSD the context of terms needs to be known. For

nouns for labeling concepts. To be able to acquire nouns from
8
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text, we make use of a part-of-speech tagger that tags words

Di and D j represents a contrastive corpus. The more frequently

that appear in the text [22].

a term appears in the domain corpus, and the less frequently a
term appears in the contrastive corpus, the higher the domain

3.2. Term Filtering

pertinence value.

The most relevant terms for a specific domain need to be selected from the previously extracted terms. In order to achieve

The second measure that is used is the lexical cohesion (LC)

this goal, we apply a filtering approach in which filters are or-

measure. This measure is solely applied on compound terms,

ganized in a pipeline. We use four measures, each of which is

terms that consist of more than one word. The lexical cohesion

based on one of the filters defined in [38]. On the basis of val-

measure is used to determine how well the combination of indi-

ues obtained from these measures, a score is computed. This

vidual compound term words represent a compound term. This

score is used to determine the relevance of a term. An overview

is achieved by examining the compound term itself, as well as

of the term filtering process is depicted in Fig. 2.

the separate words in the compound term. The definition of the
lexical cohesion measure is as follows:

The first measure that is applied is the domain pertinence
(DP) measure. The domain pertinence is a measure that is used

LC Di (t) =

to acquire terms that are representative for a certain domain cor-

n · f req(t/Di ) · log( f req(t/Di ))
P
,
w j ∈t f req(w j /Di ))

(2)

pus, and not for other contrastive corpora. It is defined as folwhere n is the amount of words in compound term t, w j is a
lows:
DPDi (t) =

f req(t/Di )
,
max j ( f req(t/D j )

word within the compound term, and Di is a domain corpus.
(1)
The frequency of the compound term in the domain corpus is

where f req(t/D j ) denotes the count of term t in domain corpus

compared to sum of the frequencies of the individual words in
9

the domain corpus. The higher the frequency of the compound

and meaningful compound term. As we do not allow such terms

term is in comparison with the sum of frequencies of the sepa-

in our taxonomy, we filter out the compound terms with the

rate words, the higher the lexical cohesion value.

lowest lexical cohesion values.

The third measure that is applied is the domain consensus

Based on three of the previously described measures a score

(DC) measure. The domain consensus measure is used to de-

is obtained. The domain score of term t that appears in domain

termine if a term appears frequently across the domain corpus

corpus Di is acquired as follows:

documents. It is defined as follows:
DPDi (t)
+
maxt (DPDi (t))
DC Di (t)
+k ,
β
maxt (DC Di (t))

score(t, Di ) =α
DC Di (t) = −

X

n f req(t, dk )·

dk ∈Di

log(n f req(t, dk )) ,

(4)

(3)
where α and β are weights that add more emphasis on ei-

where n f req(t, dk ) is the normalized frequency of term t in

ther DPDi (t) or DC Di (t), k represents the structural relevance,

document dk , which is a document in domain corpus Di , and

maxt (DPDi (t)) and maxt (DC Di (t)) are the highest domain perti-

log(n f req(t, dk )) is used to relatively decrease higher docu-

nence value and the highest domain consensus value found in

ment frequencies compared to low document frequencies. To

domain corpus Di , respectively. The latter two values are used

obtain a normalized frequency, the calculated frequency of term

to normalize the domain pertinence value and domain consen-

t is divided by the maximum frequency of term t in any domain

sus value of term t, so that high domain pertinence or domain

corpus document.

consensus values have less influence on the score and thus balance DP and DC. The terms with the highest scores are selected

The fourth measure is the structural relevance. Terms that

as concept labels that appear in the constructed domain taxon-

appear in a domain corpus document’s title are generally more

omy.

representative for the domain. To take this into account in selecting the most relevant domain terms, each term that appears
in a title of a domain corpus document is considered more im-

3.3. Word Sense Disambiguation

portant when determining the domain terms.
Two of the previously described measures are used for filter-

The terms that are selected in the previous term filtering step

ing out terms. After the domain pertinence value is computed

are possibly ambiguous. By applying word sense disambigua-

for each term, a certain percentage of terms with the lowest do-

tion (WSD), the terms are disambiguated and the meaning of

main pertinence values is filtered out. The domain pertinence is

the terms is derived. The ATCT framework uses WSD in two

a relatively good measure for retrieving terms representative for

different ways: for disambiguating terms from a text corpus,

a specific domain. Terms with a low domain pertinence value

and for disambiguating concepts in the reference taxonomy that

are not relevant for the domain, and are therefore filtered out.

is used for evaluation. First we discuss the WSD approach that

A percentage of compound terms that have a low lexical co-

is applied for disambiguating terms selected from a text corpus.

hesion value is also filtered out. When a compound term has a

Subsequently the WSD approach for concepts of a taxonomy is

low lexical cohesion, the compound term is not a widely used

described.
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the one that results in the context list with the highest sum of

3.3.1. WSD on Text Corpora

pair-wise sense similarities.

In order to be able to disambiguate terms, we must know the

The measure we use for computing similarities is the similar-

possible meanings of a term. For this we use a semantic lexi-

ity measure proposed by Jiang and Conrath [20]. Research has

con, which is a dictionary that contains terms with their possi-

pointed out that this measure provides better results than other

ble meanings and synonyms. A semantic lexicon also contains

measures such as Resnik’s similarity measure [4].

other relations than synonyms between different meanings like

As most of the terms that are disambiguated appear more

antonyms, hyponyms, and hypernyms. These relations can be

than once in the text corpus, a term’s sense is determined mul-

used to compute the similarity between two meanings or synsets

tiple times. We only allow one sense per term, the sense that is

(as will be explained later).

most representative for a specific domain. Therefore, the most
To disambiguate the terms selected by the previously applied

frequently appearing sense is selected as the sense of a term.

term filtering method, an approach that is based on the SSI al-

The reason for allowing only one sense per term is based on the

gorithm is applied [30]. For each selected term the sense is de-

fact that domain taxonomies (e.g., the reference taxonomy or

termined by using a context list that consists of senses of terms

benchmark taxonomy) have only one sense per term.

that form the surrounding context of the current term. The sense

In the built taxonomy a sense is represented by only one con-

of term t from the set of possible senses S t is computed as fol-

cept. If a term is disambiguated and its retrieved sense is al-

lows:

ready represented by another term, the disambiguated term will
senset = max
si ∈ S t

X

sim(si , c j ) ,

(5)

only be present in the built taxonomy as an alternative label.

c j ∈ Ct

For example, let us consider two concepts that appear to have

where si is a sense in the set of possible senses S t , c j is a context

the same sense: concept a with label x, and concept b with la-

sense in the set of context senses Ct , and sim(si , c j ) denotes the

bel y. If label y was assigned a lower domain score in the term

similarity between si and c j .

filtering process than label x, concept b (that contains label y)
The context list is initialized by taking the senses of monose-

is removed from the list of concepts. Label y is then only rep-

mous terms. When a term is disambiguated, it is added to the

resented in the taxonomy as an alternative label of concept a.

context list. As more and more terms are disambiguated the

The documents in which concept b occurs are added to the doc-

context list thus becomes larger. Our approach differs from the

uments of concept a. In this way, the shared meaning of labels

SSI method when no monosemous terms are available to ini-

x and y is now well presented in one concept.

tialize the context list. If no monosemous terms are available
3.3.2. WSD on Existing Taxonomies

the SSI method initializes the context list by taking the most
common sense of the least ambiguous term. The most common

Next to applying WSD on terms from text corpora, we also

sense however might not be the correct sense, especially when

employ WSD for disambiguating existing taxonomies. By dis-

building taxonomies for a specific domain, therefore we use a

ambiguating a benchmark taxonomy, the evaluation of a con-

different approach. We initialize the context list with each sense

structed taxonomy is not limited to comparing lexical represen-

of the least ambiguous term. The context list is then built using

tations, but allows for comparing semantic representations as

Formula 5. The selected sense of the least ambiguous term is

well.
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As for the disambiguation performed for text corpora, for

archy. We define this collection of close concepts as the con-

existing taxonomies we use the similarity measure proposed

cept neighbourhood. The concept neighbourhood of concept x

by Jiang and Conrath [20]. For disambiguating concepts we

consists of ancestor concepts within a certain number of lay-

also apply the same algorithm, which is based on the SSI

ers from x and descendant concepts within a certain number of

method [30]. The taxonomy concepts contain labels. These

layers from x.

labels are disambiguated by using, for each label, a context list

Figure 3 shows an example of what the concept neighbour-

that contains previously disambiguated labels. The context list

hood of ‘labour market’ is composed of. In this example the

is initialized in the same way as for WSD applied on text cor-

ancestors concepts that are within a distance of two layers

pora.

from the ambiguous concept (with respect to a semantic lex-

As the context of taxonomy concepts is not obtainable from

icon) form the ancestor neighbourhood. The descendant con-

a text corpus, the disambiguation of the concepts from a tax-

cepts that are within a distance of two layers from the undis-

onomy requires a slightly different approach.

Because the

ambiguated concept form the descendant neighbourhood. In

SSI algorithm is applied on a concept hierarchy with broader-

the hierarchy depicted in Fig. 3 the concepts that form the con-

narrower relations, the surrounding context of a lexical repre-

cept neighbourhood are coloured blue (grey for black and white

sentation does not consist of other lexical representations that

printing). The nodes (depicted by their labels) that form the

appear in the same document or sentence, but rather of other

ancestor neighbourhood nodes are ‘economics’ and ‘labour’,

concepts in the hierarchy. The concepts that form the context

as these nodes are within a range of two layers upwards from

list of an ambiguous concept are the disambiguated concepts

‘labour market’. The nodes that form the descendant neigh-

that are closest to the ambiguous concept in the concept hier-

bourhood nodes are ‘labour market theory’, ‘job-search the-

Ancestor
neighbourhood

economics

economic history

labour

labour market

labour market
theory

job-search theory

wages

labour market
segmentation

minimum
wage

Descendant
neighbourhood

human capital

Figure 3: The concept neighbourhood of ‘labour market’
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wage drift

ory’, ‘human capital’ and ‘labour market segmentation’. These

y appears in less than the proportion t of all documents in which

nodes are within a range of two layers downwards from ‘labour

x appears, then x is considered a subsumer of y.

market’. The concept neighbourhood of ‘labour market’ thus
A single concept can have multiple subsumers if just Formula
is: {‘economics’, ‘labour’, ‘labour market theory’, ‘job-search
6 would have been used. As only one subsumer for a single
theory’, ‘human capital’, ‘labour market segmentation’}.
concept is allowed in our built taxonomy, we need to select one
The sense of a taxonomy concept is selected by taking the

of these potential parent concepts as the subsumer of a concept.

sense which yields the highest sum of similarities with the con-

The reason for this restriction is that learnt taxonomies have a

cept senses in the concept neighbourhood. After a concept in

tree representation where one concept is subsumed by at most

the hierarchy is disambiguated, the next concept that will be

one other concept. For the subsumer selection, we introduce

disambiguated is the one with the most disambiguated concepts

the following formula:

in its neighbourhood. The process continues until all ambiguous concepts with a lexical representation present in the used

score(p, x) = P(p | x)+
X
w(a, x) · P(a | x) ,

semantic lexicon are disambiguated.
The possible meanings of a term are retrieved from a seman-

(7)

a∈A p

tic lexicon. As the semantic lexicon does not contain all do-

where p is a potential parent concept of x, A p is the list of an-

main terms with their associated meanings, not every term can

cestors of p, and w(a, x) is a weight value with which the con-

be disambiguated. However, each term that is disambiguated

ditional probability P(a | x) of ancestor a given x is multiplied.

can be better taken into account than non-disambiguated ones

This weight value is influenced by the distance between node x

in the hierarchy creation since text data in which a term appears

and ancestor a. The definition of the weight is as follows:

but in which the sense is different than the domain one is not
w(a, x) =

considered anymore.

1
,
d(a, x)

(8)

where d(a, x) is the distance (amount of layers) between node x

3.4. Concept Hierarchy Creation

and ancestor node a. The more distant ancestor node a is from
The next step is to establish the broader-narrower relations

node s, the lower the resulting weight w(a, x) is. The nodes

between the disambiguated concepts. To construct these re-

that are closest to node x should have the most impact on which

lations the subsumption method is used [36]. The subsump-

potential parent node is selected. Therefore ancestor nodes that

tion method creates relations between concepts by calculating

are distant have a lower weight value to reduce their influence

the co-occurrence of different concepts. The co-occurrence be-

in the parent selection procedure.

tween concept x and concept y is measured as follows:
When a concept has multiple potential parent concepts, we
P(x | y) ≥ t, P(y | x) < t ,

calculate a score for each of these parent concepts. The concept

(6)

that is selected as the parent is the potential parent concept that
where t is a co-occurrence threshold value. If x appears in at

yields the highest score. Figure 4 depicts a concept hierarchy

least the proportion t of all documents in which y appears and if

to which a concept labeled ‘pricing behaviour’ will be added.
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The concept labeled ‘pricing behaviour’ has two potential par-

market

ent concepts, ‘pricing’ and ‘trading’. To select which concept
price

should be the parent of ‘pricing behaviour’, a score is calculated
for both potential parents by applying Formula (7).

pricing

stock price

In order to compute score(‘pricing’, ‘pricing behaviour’)

trading

trader

pricing
behaviour

pricing
behaviour

the following probabilities are required: P(‘pricing’ | ‘pricing
behaviour’), P(‘price’ | ‘pricing behaviour’), and P(‘market’
| ‘pricing behaviour’).

To calculate score(‘trading’, ‘pric-

Figure 4: Hierarchy to which ‘pricing behaviour’ is added

ing behaviour’) we need to compute: P(‘trading’ | ‘pricing
disambiguated using the WordNet [14] semantic lexicon. The

behaviour’), and P(‘market’ | ‘pricing behaviour’). Let us as-

built taxonomy is exported as a SKOS [29] file. Furthermore,

sume that in this example P(‘pricing’ | ‘pricing behaviour’) =

we utilized the Jena [41] framework for manipulating RDF rep-

0.6, P(‘price’ | ‘pricing behaviour’) = 0.4, P(‘trading’ | ‘pricing

resentations in our implementation.

behaviour’) = 0.7, and P(‘market’ | ‘pricing behaviour’) = 0.3.

The implementation of each main component of the ATCT

If we use these probabilities to compute the two scores, we obtain score(‘pricing’ | ‘pricing behaviour’) = 0.6 +
1
3

1
2

framework is discussed below. First, the process of term ex-

· 0.4 +

traction is explained. Then, the term filtering used for select-

· 0.3 = 0.9, which is higher than score(‘trading’ | ‘pricing

behaviour’), i.e., 0.7 +

1
2

ing the most relevant domain terms is discussed. Subsequently,

· 0.3 = 0.85. Hence, the selected

the word sense disambiguation approaches for both text cor-

parent for ‘pricing behaviour’ is ‘pricing’.

pora and taxonomies are reviewed. Last, the built taxonomy

After the broader-narrower relation of each concept is set, the

for which the relations are created by the subsumption method

concept hierarchy is created. The main advantage of the sub-

is described. The taxonomy that is constructed in this imple-

sumption method is its processing speed in combination with

mentation is for the domain of economics and management. As

the ability to provide good concept broader-narrower relations.

contrastive corpus we use medicine and health documents. To

The subsumption algorithm can categorize concepts in a rela-

build the taxonomy we use 25,000 documents, of which 10,000

tively short amount of time because of its simplicity and there-

are from RePub, and 15,000 are from RePEc. Both RePub and

fore is a good method to apply on large data sets. As the algo-

RePEc suit our domains very well, as they have documents

rithm is able to handle large text inputs, it is suitable to create

tagged specifically for these two domains. RePub is a repos-

appropriate concept broader-narrower relations based on con-

itory from Erasmus University Rotterdam containing scientific

cept co-occurrence in text.

papers written by academics from several domains, including
economics and management, as well as medicine and health.

4. ATCT Implementation

RePEc consists of economic articles (i.e., research papers colThis section discusses the implementation of the proposed

lected from journals as well as working paper series) collected

ATCT framework. For this implementation the Java program-

by volunteers from 76 countries. We use 5,000 out of 25,000

ming language is used. For nouns extraction from a text corpus

documents from RePub as the contrastive corpus, while the re-

we use the tagger created by Stanford [22], and word senses are

maining 20,000 documents are used as the domain corpus.
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good measure to depict whether a term belongs to a specific do-

4.1. Term Extraction
For the taxonomy for economics and management we ex-

main and as the DP also plays a critical role in determining the

tract a total of 2,000 terms from the text corpora of RePub and

score for a term, we filter out the 30% terms with the lowest

RePEc. The terms we extract are the nouns that appear in the

calculated DP values.

abstracts and titles of the documents from RePub and RePEc.

Compound terms are also filtered on their LC. The LC per-

To achieve this we use the Stanford part-of-speech tagger [22].

forms well in determining compound terms. If a compound

This part-of-speech tagger creates a tree from input text. This

term has a low LC value that usually means that it is an unusual

tree contains, among other things, nouns and compound nouns

combination of words rather than a compound term. We do not

appearing in the input text. A drawback of the tagger is that it is

allow such terms in our constructed taxonomy and therefore fil-

relatively slow as it needs to create a detailed tree structure con-

ter out the 30% compound terms with the lowest LC values.

taining all the different types of words (e.g., verb, noun, adjec-

For the remaining terms that are not filtered out we com-

tive, etc.). The slow processing time however is compensated

pute a score to determine their relevance for the domain of eco-

by the quality of the retrieved terms. The part-of-speech tag-

nomics and management. The weight value for domain perti-

ger performs well with respect to the extraction of compound

nence (α), the weight value for domain consensus (β), and the

terms, while faster methods often have difficulties with these

structural relevance (k) have an influence on what terms are se-

terms [42].

lected as domain terms. To select the optimal values for these
weights, we have examined the influence of variations in α, β,

4.2. Term Filtering

and k on the output of a set containing 25,000 documents. We

From the previously extracted terms we select the terms that

have experimented with α and β values from 0 to 1 and 1 to

are relevant for the domain of economics and management. The

0, respectively, with a step of 0.1, and k from 0 to 0.5 with a

selected terms are represented in the to-be-built taxonomy as

step of 0.01. To investigate the quality of the selected domain

concept labels. To retrieve the most relevant domain terms we
β
1.0 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.0

use multiple measures and assign a score to each term based
0.076

on the values gained from these measures. First, we discuss

k
k
k
k

0.075

the optimal parameters for retrieving the most relevant terms.

0.074
0.073

on the acquired optimal parameters.

0.072

SF

Then, we show the results of the term filtering procedure based

4.2.1. Choosing the Parameters

=
=
=
=

0
0.02
0.05
0.5

0.071
0.070
0.069

There are multiple parameters in the term filtering process. A

0.068

domain score is computed to determine whether a term is repre-

0.067

sentative for a certain domain or not. But before the scores are

0.066
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
α

computed for the extracted terms, terms are filtered out based
on their domain pertinence (DP) and lexical cohesion (LC). All

Figure 5: Harmonic mean of S P and S R for different α, β, and k values

the extracted terms go through the DP filter. As the DP is a
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terms we use the harmonic mean of the semantic precision and

value or low DP value, which implies that only using one of

the semantic recall and define this as the semantic F-measure

these measures would greatly influence the outcomes. Terms

(S F). We use the STW Thesaurus for Economics and Busi-

like ‘revenue’ and ‘forecast’ would not be present in the taxon-

ness Economics as a reference ontology to compute this har-

omy if the DP was not used, while ‘model’, ‘policy’ and ‘data’

monic mean. The semantic precision (S P) is the proportion of

would not be selected if the DC did not play a role in the selec-

concepts from the constructed taxonomy that is semantically

tion procedure. This illustrates that using both DC and DP is

present in the built taxonomy and reference ontology, while the

an adequate way to select domain terms.

semantic recall (S R) is the proportion of concepts from the ref4.3. Word Sense Disambiguation

erence ontology that appear in both ontologies. The results are

The next step is to apply word sense disambiguation (WSD).

depicted in Fig 5.
The aforementioned figure illustrates S F for different values

In this step the sense of the selected domain terms will be de-

of α, β, and k. The sum of α and β, which are weight values

termined. The disambiguation of word senses is only useful for

for respectively the domain pertinence and domain consensus,

simple (non-compound) terms, as complex (compound) terms

is equal to 1 (as domain pertinence and domain consensus are

usually have only one meaning. In our implementation, the pos-

subunitary, their weighted sum is also subunitary if we use this

sible senses of a single term are acquired from a semantic lex-

constraint). As α increases, β thus decreases. A change from k

icon, i.e., WordNet [14]. As WordNet contains thousands of

= 0 to k = 0.02 corresponds to a noticeable increase in the har-

senses covering ten thousands of terms across many domains,

monic mean. Further increasing k only slightly improves S F.

it is suited for use in our implementation. Moreover, WordNet

Low values for either α or β also cause low harmonic mean val-

is a relevant resource for many domains, as it is general and,

ues. We found that the harmonic mean is highest when α = 0.4,

additionally, there are language-specific versions that are either

β = 0.6, and k = 0.02, therefore we decided to use these values

released or still under development (e.g., Cornetto for Dutch5

for our implementation. As we aim to build a taxonomy that

and GermaNet for German6 ). The availability of semantic lex-

covers a wide spectrum of the domain of economy and man-

icons for various languages contributes to the extendability of

agement, we select 2,000 (out of 3,875) terms with the highest

our approach, as non-English corpora can easily be analyzed

scores. These terms will be represented in the built taxonomy as

after connecting different lexicons. In WordNet terms are as-

a concept label or as an alternative label of a taxonomy concept.

signed senses by synsets. A synset is a collection of terms that
share the same meaning. WordNet also contains the broader-

4.2.2. Implementation Results

narrower relations between the different synsets. As we apply

As was described before we use α = 0.4, β = 0.6, and k =

Jiang and Conrath’s similarity measure, which uses the lowest

0.02 for our implementation. These three variables are used to

common subsumer of terms to determine a term’s sense, the re-

compute a domain score for each term, and thus identify the

lations contained in WordNet can be used to derive the sense

most relevant domain terms.

of terms [20]. First we discuss our choices regarding some pa-

A sample of terms selected using the described values is:
{‘market’, ‘firm’, ‘revenue’, ‘forecast’, ‘enterprise’, ‘policy’,

5 Available
at http://staff.science.uva.nl/~mdr/Research/
Projects/Cornetto/
6 Available at http://arbuckle.sfs.uni-tuebingen.de/GermaNet/

‘data’, ‘model’}. Most of these terms have either a low DC
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rameters in the WSD process. Then, results of our WSD imple84.5

mentation are presented.

84.0

4.3.1. Choosing the Parameters
Correct (%)

The parameter that may be tuned in both WSD applied on
text corpora and WSD applied on taxonomies is the content
size for the context lists used. Concerning the WSD procedure

83.5
83.0
82.5

for text corpora we manually evaluated the amount of correctly
82.0

disambiguated terms for two different context types: the docu-

81.5
3

ment in which a term appears or the sentence in which a term

3
2
Desce
ndant
layers

appears. Our experiments show that the percentage of terms
disambiguated correctly using the document as the context, i.e.,

1

A

2
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r laye
e
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Figure 6: Percentage of concept labels that have been disambiguated correctly

approximately 68.4%, is larger than the percentage of terms disambiguated correctly using the sentence as the context, which

Figure 6 illustrates that approximately 81.8% of the ambigu-

totals to 67.9%.

ous concept labels are disambiguated correctly when selecting

One would say however that a sentence provides a more ac-

the most common sense of a term (as depicted by the gray

curate context for a term than a document, as the sentence con-

plane). Applying the WSD approach for ontologies improves

tains the closest surroundings of a term. In our case, the fact

the percentage of correctly disambiguated labels (in compari-

that using sentences does not perform better can be easily ex-

son to using only the monosemous concept labels). We found

plained. We only use the abstract and title of each document.

that, as the concept neighbourhood becomes larger, the pro-

As these titles and abstracts usually are not much larger than a

portion of correctly disambiguated labels increases up until a

few sentences (and usually convey one meaning), using a sen-

certain maximum level is reached. Using a concept neighbour-

tence as the context of a term does not differ much from using

hood of two layers of ancestor concepts and two layers of de-

a document as the context of a term. Documents help disam-

scendant concepts yields a total of approximately 84.2% of the

biguating words better, because titles and abstracts are rather

labels disambiguated correctly. This amount does not increase

homogeneous in meaning and thus provide for more context

when further enlarging the concept neighbourhood. Therefore

than sentences alone.

we decided to use a concept neighbourhood of two layers of

We also examined what influence a change in the concept

ancestor concepts and two layers of descendant concepts to dis-

neighbourhood has on the WSD procedure for existing tax-

ambiguate taxonomy concepts.

onomies. We manually investigated what percentage of am4.3.2. Implementation results

biguous concept labels was disambiguated correctly. First, we
explored how many concept labels are disambiguated correctly

For the previously selected domain terms we apply WSD us-

when we just select the most common sense of a term (the base-

ing the text corpora of RePub and RePEc as the data sources

line). Then, we tested the percentage of terms disambiguated

to assess the context of each term. For each document in the

correctly for different concept neighbourhood sizes.

domain corpus in which an ambiguous term appears, the term’s
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sense in that document is determined using the SSI method out-

between the concepts we use the subsumption method [36].

lined in Sect. 3. The best overall sense of the term is retrieved

On the basis of document co-occurrence the parent-child re-

by selecting the sense that appears in most domain corpus doc-

lationships of concepts are determined. In the previously ap-

uments.

plied WSD process, concepts with disambiguated concept la-

Table 1 illustrates the number of occurrences of the possi-

bels that share the same meaning are merged. As the subsump-

ble senses, represented by WordNet’s synset notations, of the

tion method uses the co-occurrence of concepts to establish the

term ‘payoff’. The sense notated as ‘SID-12505332-N’ was the

broader-narrower relation of a concept, this semantics-based

sense assigned to ‘payoff’ in the majority of the documents.

merging should positively affect the resulting broader-narrower

This sense is thus assigned to the concept labeled ‘payoff’ in

relations.

the built taxonomy. The meaning of the sense is: ‘the income

First, we describe how we obtained the threshold value that

arising from land or other property’. The meaning of the non-

plays a critical role in establishing the broader-narrower relation

selected sense is: ‘a recompense for worthy acts or retribution

between concepts. Then, an excerpt of the obtained concept

for wrongdoing‘, which indeed is outside the scope of our do-

hierarchy is illustrated, as well as some of the concept hierarchy

main.

characteristics, such as the average depth and number of leaf

If other terms that were regarded as relevant domain terms in

nodes.

the previously applied term filtering step are assigned the same
4.4.1. Choosing the parameters
sense, they are added as an alternative label for the concept laTo retrieve the broader-narrower relations of the concepts,

beled ‘payoff’. For example, the term ‘return’ was assigned the

a threshold value is used (as given in Formula 6). We have

same sense. The computed term filtering score for this term

tested multiple threshold values to examine what impact differ-

was lower than the one for ‘payoff’. The documents in which

ent threshold values (from 0.1 to 1 with a step of 0.05) have

‘return’ appeared are added to the documents in which ‘payoff’

on the constructed concept hierarchy. Figure 7 shows a dia-

occurred. Because of this merging of documents the meaning of

gram depicting the harmonic mean of the quality and the aver-

both ‘payoff’ and ‘return’ is now well represented in one con-

age depth of the built taxonomy, given certain threshold values.

cept. This example illustrates the extra possibilities offered by

The quality is computed using the taxonomic F-measure (T F),

WSD for the subsequent taxonomy construction steps. In total

which shows the degree of shared relations between the built

142 of the 2,000 previously selected concept labels are merged.

taxonomy and a reference ontology [9].
4.4. Concept Hierarchy Creation

Figure 7 illustrates the harmonic mean of the taxonomy qual-

The last step is to store the previously constructed concepts

ity and the average depth of the taxonomy. The higher the value

in a concept hierarchy. To create the broader-narrower relations

for t is, the lower the average depth and the higher the quality
of the built taxonomy. A higher threshold value corresponds

SynsetID
SID-12505332-N
SID-06847852-N
Total

No. of occurrences
160
11
171

to a more strict selection of parent concepts, and therefore also
more accurate relationships. A trade-off thus has to be made
between a higher average depth and a higher quality of the

Table 1: Number of occurrences of different synsets of the term ‘payoff’.

broader-narrower relations. By taking the harmonic mean be18

0.72

6.0

0.71

5.5

0.70

5.0

0.69

4.5

0.68

4.0

0.67

3.5

0.66

3.0

0.65

2.5

0.64

2.0

0.63

concepts are leaf concepts in the hierarchy and thus do not have

0.62

child concepts, the average amount of children of the remaining

1.5

Characteristic
Number of concepts
Number of leaves
Average depth
Maximum depth
Maximum number of children
Average number of children

Depth
TF

Quality

Average depth

6.5

Value
1,858
1,436
4.84
8
77
1.00

Table 2: Characteristics of the built taxonomy

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

t

422 concepts is equal to approximately 4.40.

1.23

Harmonic mean

Figure 8 shows an excerpt of the constructed concept hierar-

Mean

1.21
1.19

chy. It depicts one of many examples of a collection of broader-

1.17

narrower relations that are created by the subsumption method.

1.15

The concepts are clearly representative for the domain of eco-

1.13

nomics and management and also have appropriate broader-

1.11

narrower relations.

1.09
1.07
1.05

5. Evaluation

1.03
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

t

In this section we evaluate the taxonomy for the domain of

Figure 7: Quality and average depth (above) and the harmonic mean of the quality and average depth (below) of the created concept hierarchy given different
threshold values

economics and management that is built using the settings proposed in the previously discussed implementation of our ATCT
framework. First, the framework of our evaluation approach is

tween the quality and the average depth, we found that using t

described. Then, we report and discuss the evaluation results.

= 0.2 yields the best result.

We also briefly discuss a second taxonomy created for the domain of health and medicine.

4.4.2. Implementation results
For the concepts computed in the previous step, broader-

exchange

narrower relations are determined using the subsumption
method with a threshold value of t = 0.2. Using this threshold

real exchange
market

foreign exchange
market

currency

value results in a taxonomy with the characteristics displayed
in Table 2.

reversion

ppp

exchange rate

depreciation

With an average depth of approximately 4.84 and a maxiexchange rate
policy

mum depth of 8 the constructed taxonomy is a taxonomy that

nominal
exchange rate

is not too shallow. The average amount of child concepts of
Figure 8: Excerpt of the built concept hierarchy

a concept is equal to approximately 1. As 1,436 of the 1,858
19

Lexically comparing two taxonomies thus does not always

5.1. Evaluation framework

give the right picture. Therefore, in order to cope with this

To evaluate the constructed taxonomy we apply a golden

problem we introduce the semantic precision and semantic re-

standard evaluation [9]. We compare our created taxonomy

call as opposed to their lexical equivalents. Rather than using

with a benchmark taxonomy using a number of measures. Mea-

the lexical representations of concepts to compare taxonomies,

sures from literature focus on two evaluation aspects. One as-

we use the meaning of the concept labels. In this way, we pre-

pect focuses on the precision and recall of the taxonomy con-

vent two situations that occur when applying lexical precision

cepts’ lexical representations in the benchmark taxonomy. The

and lexical recall. In our computations, we prevent the situa-

other aspect focuses on the broader-narrower relations between

tion that lexically different terms that share the same meaning

concepts in the built taxonomy and the benchmark taxonomy.

are not considered as semantically the same (as illustrated by

Measures to evaluate the quality of the concepts present in a

Fig. 9). We also prevent the situation that lexically the same,

constructed taxonomy are the lexical precision and lexical re-

but semantically different terms are considered to be semanti-

call. These measures compare the concept labels of the created

cally the same. The definitions of the semantic precision (SP)

taxonomy with the concept labels of a benchmark taxonomy.

and semantic recall (SR) are as follows:

The lexical precision shows the proportion of concepts in the
built taxonomy that is also present in the benchmark taxonomy.

|CC ∩ CR |
,
|CC |
|CC ∩ CR |
S R(TC , T R ) =
,
|CR |

S P(TC , T R ) =

The lexical recall represents the proportion of benchmark taxonomy concepts that appear in the built taxonomy.

(9)
(10)

Figure 9 illustrates a small example of a core taxonomy and a
where TC and T R are the core taxonomy and reference taxon-

reference taxonomy. The concepts that lexically appear in both

omy, respectively, CC represents the concepts of the core taxon-

taxonomies are: {‘shipping’, ‘terminal’, ‘Rotterdam’}. Three

omy, and CR is the collection of concepts of the reference tax-

out of seven concepts are thus lexically shared by the two on-

onomy. The concept intersection of these taxonomies, CC ∩ CR ,

tologies. If one examines both taxonomies however, one can

consists of the concepts that appear in both taxonomies.
notice that semantically six of the seven concept labels are the
same. For example, ‘boat’ has the same meaning as ‘ship’, and

By applying the WSD procedure to ontologies it may occur

‘freight’ is a synonym for ‘cargo’. The only concept label from

that some concept labels cannot be disambiguated as they are

the built taxonomy that is not semantically present in the refer-

not recognized by the used semantic lexicon. This is due to

ence taxonomy is ‘engine’.

the fact that a general semantic lexicon does not contain some

shipping

boat

cargo

shipping

harbor

engine

terminal

ship

Rotterdam

freight

haven

deck

Figure 9: Small example core taxonomy (left) and reference taxonomy (right)
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terminal

Rotterdam

domain specific concepts. Therefore, senses cannot be found

csc(c, TC , T R ) = {ci |ci ∈ CC ∩ CR ∧

for some domain concepts, hence likely resulting in ambigu-

(ci ≤CC c ∨ c ≤CC ci )} ,

(11)

ous concepts. This means that we are not able to compare such
concepts semantically. However, we cannot ignore the concepts

where TC and T R are the core (built) taxonomy and reference

that could not be disambiguated and leave them out of the eval-

taxonomy, respectively, CC represents the concepts of the core

uation. Therefore, we apply a heuristic to determine whether

taxonomy, CR is the collection of concepts of the reference tax-

an ambiguous concept label may semantically be present in the

onomy, c is a concept, and ≤ CC is the order induced by the

other taxonomy. If a concept label appears lexically the same in

broader-narrower relations in the TC taxonomy. The csc of ‘har-

both the core taxonomy and reference taxonomy and they share,

bor’ in the left taxonomy in Fig. 9 would consist of ‘shipping’,

either lexically or semantically, a descendant concept or ances-

‘terminal’, and ‘Rotterdam’. These three concepts are either

tor concept which is not the root node, they will likely have the

a super-concept or sub-concept of ‘harbor’ and appear in both

same meaning. If this is the case, we add the concept to the

taxonomies.

taxonomy intersection.

In our experiments, we use two measures, the global taxo-

For instance, assuming that in both the core taxonomy and

nomic precision (T P) and global taxonomic recall (T R), which

reference taxonomy depicted in Fig. 9 there is a concept labeled

employ the csc to compare the relations of the core taxonomy

‘terminal’, in the right concept hierarchy the concept with la-

concepts and reference taxonomy concepts. To define the T P

bel ‘terminal’ cannot be disambiguated. As the meaning of the

and T R, we must first define the local taxonomic precision (tp)

term is not known, we cannot directly determine if the mean-

and local taxonomic recall (tr). The definitions of tp and tr are

ing appears in both taxonomies. We observe that the ances-

as follows:

tor concepts of ‘terminal’ in the core ontology are ‘harbor’ and
tpcsc (c, TC , T R ) =

‘shipping’. We notice that the ancestor concepts of ‘terminal’

|csc(c, TC , T R ) ∩ csc(c, T R , TC )|
|csc(c, TC , T R )|

in the reference taxonomy are ‘haven’ and ‘shipping’. The concepts labeled ‘terminal’ thus share an ancestor, a concept la-

(12)

trcsc (c, TC , T R ) =
|csc(c, TC , T R ) ∩ csc(c, T R , TC )|
|csc(c, T R , TC )|

beled ‘shipping’. This means that they likely have the same
meaning. The concept with label ‘terminal’ is added to the intersection of the core taxonomy and the reference taxonomy.

(13)

where TC is the core taxonomy, T R is the reference taxonomy,

Next to evaluating the quality of concepts through semantic

and c is a concept. Both tp and tr depict the quality of the

precision and recall, we additionally employ measures that aim

relations of a single concept. This is measured by taking the

at determining the quality of the concept relations in the built

intersection of the csc viewed from the core taxonomy’s per-

taxonomy [9]. To be able to compute the quality of the rela-

spective and from the perspective of the reference taxonomy,

tions we use the common semantic cotopy (csc). The csc is

respectively. In Fig. 9 the csc of ‘boat’ from the perspec-

the collection of a concept and its super- and sub-concepts that

tive of the core taxonomy is {‘shipping’, ‘cargo’}. The csc

are shared by a core taxonomy and a reference taxonomy. It is

of ‘boat’ (‘ship’) from the reference taxonomy’s perspective is

defined as follows:

{‘shipping’, ‘freight’}. The size of the intersection is then com21

pared to the size of the csc from the core taxonomy’s perspec-

Economics and Business Economics as the benchmark taxon-

tive to determine tp, and compared to the size of the csc from

omy. This taxonomy contains a total of 3,875 concepts and their

the reference taxonomy’s perspective to determine tr.

relations in the field of economics and business economics. As

The global taxonomic precision (T P) and global taxonomic

the STW Thesaurus also contains German labels, we manually

recall (T R) show the quality of relations of a taxonomy. They

translated the German terms to English (approximately 2% of

are defined as follows:

the labels were adjusted). In this way the built taxonomy that
contains solely English labels can be properly compared to the

1
T Pcsc (TC , T R ) =
·
|CC ∩ CR |
X
tpcsc (c, TC , T R ) ,

STW Thesaurus. Some characteristics of our built taxonomy
and the STW taxonomy are depicted in Table 3. The latter ta-

(14)

c ∈ CC ∩CR

1
T Rcsc (TC , T R ) =
·
|CC ∩ CR |
X
trcsc (c, TC , T R ) ,

ble shows that the main difference between the built taxonomy
and benchmark taxonomy is the size. The benchmark taxonomy is more than twice as large as the built taxonomy, and thus

(15)

c ∈ CC ∩CR

also contains a higher number of leaves and a higher average of

where TC is the core taxonomy and T R is the reference taxon-

child concepts.

omy. The T P is measured by first calculating the sum of tp
A closer inspection of the taxonomy terms with respect to

values for each concept that is shared by the two taxonomies.

term ambiguity, leads to various insights. For the STW taxon-

This sum is then divided by the amount of shared concepts. For

omy, there are 3,875 concepts that have 3,874 unique term rep-

computing the T R the sum of tr values is used rather than the

resentations. From these concepts, 836 (21.6%) can be assigned

sum of tp values.

a meaning. This low percentage (recall) can be explained by

Next, we employ the taxonomic F-measure (T F), which de-

the fact that the STW ontology contains a high number of la-

scribes the quality of the concept broader-narrower relations by

bels consisting of many words, such as ‘computer-aided quality

taking the harmonic mean of T P and T R. The definition of T F

assurance’, ‘generally accepted auditing standards’, and ‘state

is:

participation in private enterprises’. Concepts with such labels
are usually not recognized by a semantic lexicon and can there-

T F(TC , T R ) =
2 · T Pcsc (TC , T R ) · T Rcsc (TC , T R )
,
T Pcsc (TC , T R ) + T Rcsc (TC , T R )

fore not be disambiguated. Of the 836 meaningful concepts,

(16)

217 (i.e., 26.0%) have 1 or more synonyms (2,138 in total), re-

where TC is the core taxonomy and T R is the reference taxon-

sulting in 6,013 unique terms. Also, 745 out of 3,874 terms are

omy. By applying the previously described measures we com-

ambiguous. In other words, the number of ambiguous terms

pare the built taxonomy with a benchmark taxonomy to deter-

is 19.2%. These findings underline the importance of apply-

mine the quality of the constructed taxonomy.

ing WSD procedures. In order to semantically evaluate the
constructed taxonomy, we applied our WSD approach for tax-

5.2. Evaluation results

onomies on the concepts of the benchmark STW ontology. This
resulted in the correct disambiguation of approximately 84.2%

We apply a golden standard evaluation using the measures

of the terms that could be assigned a meaning.

described in the previous section and the STW Thesaurus for
22

Characteristic
No. Concepts
No. Leaves
Avg. Depth
Max. Depth
Max. Children
Avg. Children

Built tax.
1,858
1,436
4.84
8
77
1.00

Bench. tax.
3,875
2,541
6.04
11
70
1.85

because the probability that a correct term sense is selected becomes smaller as the number of possible senses increases.
With the concepts of the STW ontology disambiguated we
apply a semantic evaluation of the built taxonomy. Table 4
depicts the results of the measures presented in the previous

Table 3: Characteristics of the built taxonomy and the benchmark taxonomy for
economics and management

section. The results show that approximately 11.63% of the
senses found in the constructed taxonomy also appear in the
benchmark taxonomy. A total of 216 senses is shared by the

We also evaluated the performance of the WSD approach ap-

two taxonomies. From these 216 senses a total of 11 senses

plied on text corpora, where we obtained a recall of approxi-

was acquired by comparing the ancestors and descendants of

mately 62.9%, which is higher than the recall for the WSD ap-

non-disambiguated concepts that have the same lexical repre-

proach applied on the concepts of a benchmark taxonomy. As

sentation. Examples of such concepts that were added to the

the terms that are extracted from text corpora are usually shorter

semantic intersection are ‘aggregate demand’, ‘exchange rate

terms than the labels of the STW ontology, a larger number is

policy’ and ‘real estate market’. By manually examining these

recognized by the semantic lexicon, leading to a higher recall.

11 concepts we acknowledge that they all have been correctly

The precision of the WSD approach applied on text corpora is

mapped.

equal to approximately 68.8%. This precision is lower than the
precision of the WSD approach applied on the STW ontology.

The quality of the broader-narrower relations, captured by

A larger set of terms is disambiguated by the WSD approach

T F, equals approximately 68.16%. This roughly means that

for text corpora than the WSD approach for taxonomies, likely

68.16% of the broader-narrower relations of the semantically

causing lower precision. Also, the average number of senses

shared concepts are the same for the built taxonomy and the

the disambiguated terms have in the WSD approach for text

benchmark taxonomy.

corpora is also higher than the average number of senses of the

creases when using the extra heuristic that examines for non-

disambiguated labels of the STW ontology. The average is ap-

disambiguated concepts the ancestor and descendant concepts

proximately 4.37 meanings per disambiguated term extracted

in the WSD approach applied for taxonomies. Without the

from the text corpora, while the average is approximately 3.67

heuristic the T F decreases to approximately 44.35%, indicat-

for the disambiguated terms in the STW ontology, which is sig-

ing that the non-disambiguated concepts that are added to the

nificantly lower. This higher average leads to a lower precision,

intersection of the built taxonomy and the benchmark taxonomy

We found that T F significantly in-

have better broader-narrower relations in general than the disMeasure
SP
SR
TP
TR
TF

WSD
0.1163
0.0557
0.8190
0.5837
0.6816

No WSD
–
–
0.7843
0.5011
0.6115

ambiguated ones. The quality of the broader-narrower relations
is measured by examining the proportion of shared ancestor or
descendant concepts: the higher this proportion, the higher the
quality. As a non-disambiguated concept is added to the intersection if the associated concept in the built taxonomy and the

Table 4: Evaluation results for the built taxonomy for economics and management

associated concept in the benchmark taxonomy share an ances23

tor or descendant concept, this usually means that such added

puffed up with vanity, instead of a general and progressive in-

concepts contribute to a higher quality of broader-narrower re-

crease in prices. Also, ‘capitalization’ is defined as writing in

lations.

capital letters instead of an estimation of the value of a business.

Additionally, we evaluate the added value of the WSD proce-

Such differences are caused by the fact that the context used

dure in the generated taxonomy. Therefore, we also measure the

by the WSD method is different: the taxonomy-based WSD

performance of the taxonomy construction framework without

makes use of a context that is based on the taxonomy itself,

WSD. As we hence do not take into semantics, we are unable

forcing the disambiguation process to look for economic or

to evaluate the framework on semantic precision and recall, i.e.,

managerial senses. The corpus-based WSD, on the other hand,

S P and S R, respectively, yet we can compute the taxonomic

uses text as a context, which not necessarily binds the disam-

precision, recall, and F-measure (T P, T R, and T F).

biguation to the economics and management domain. However,
in most cases the proper definition is found, due to the fact that

The results in Table 4 clearly demonstrate the importance of

the corpus is within the considered domain.

disambiguating terms in a generated taxonomy. If the WSD
procedure is omitted when generating a taxonomy from a text

Differences in context can also result in milder cases of sense

corpus, performance in terms of taxonomic precision, recall,

mismatch. There are a few terms that have a slightly differ-

and F-measure decreases by 4.2%, 14.2%, and 10.3%, respec-

ent (economic) meaning. For instance, in the reference taxon-

tively.

omy, ‘wealth’ is defined as the state of being rich and afflu-

When analyzing the quality of disambiguated terms, we ob-

ent, whereas in the generated taxonomy, the term is described

serve the following. First, 79.3% of the terms have the same

as property that has economic utility, i.e., a monetary or ex-

meaning in both the generated and the STW reference taxon-

change value. Also, in the STW taxonomy, ‘information’ is

omy. These terms are mainly well-known and well-defined

assigned the meaning of a message received and understood,

terms used specifically in economics and management, such as

and in the generated taxonomy, it is defined as knowledge ac-

‘consumer price index’, ‘budget deficit’, ‘cash flow’, ‘tax sys-

quired through study, experience, or instruction. Hence in such

tem’, and ‘nash equilibrium’, but also broader terms such as

cases, both definitions are within the correct domain, yet their

‘money’ and ‘economics’.

interpretation differs slightly.

The other 20.7% of the terms that occur in both taxonomies,

In order to investigate the performance of the ATCT frame-

have different associated meanings. Generally, these terms are

work when creating a taxonomy for a domain other than eco-

ambiguous terms that have an economic meaning, but also other

nomics and management, we also constructed a taxonomy for

interpretations that have only little to do with the domain of eco-

medicine and health. The concept labels for this taxonomy are

nomics and management per se. For example, ‘capital’ is de-

extracted from the text corpus of RePub. A total of 10,000

fined in the generated taxonomy as a seat of government, while

documents from RePub is used to extract the 1,000 most rel-

in the STW taxonomy, it is defined as wealth in the form of

evant domain terms to appear as concept labels in the built tax-

money or property owned by a person or business, or human

onomy. The taxonomy is created using the same parameters

resources of economic value. The term ‘inflation’ is defined

as the taxonomy built for economics and management. The

as a lack of elegance as a consequence of being pompous and

benchmark taxonomy we used is the MeSH taxonomy, which
24

Characteristic
No. Concepts
No. Leaves
Avg. Depth
Max. Depth
Max. Children
Avg. Children

Built tax.
959
709
4.96
9
39
1.00

Bench. tax.
15,337
10,345
6.98
13
162
1.27

taxonomy is much larger than the STW taxonomy used before for the domain of economics and management. The overall quality of the broader-narrower relations, denoted by T F,
is similar to the quality of the taxonomy constructed for economics and management. Also for the medicine and health do-

Table 5: Characteristics of the built taxonomy and the benchmark taxonomy for
the domain of medicine and health

main, using WSD appears to beneficial for the results in terms
of taxonomic recall and F-measure (with improvements of 6.6%

contains thousands of subject headings for the medical domain.

and 2.9%, respectively), and yields approximately the same tax-

The characteristics of the built taxonomy and the benchmark

onomic precision as compared to taxonomy extraction from text

taxonomy are depicted in Table 5.

without WSD. Although the differences caused by WSD are

For the MeSH taxonomy we observe a different pattern with

smaller than for the STW taxonomy (caused by a lack of im-

respect to term ambiguity when compared to the STW tax-

provement in precision which in turn is caused by the larger

onomy. The taxonomy counts a total number of 15,336 con-

amount of ambiguous terms and the increased number of mean-

cepts, represented by 15,285 unique terms. From these con-

ings per disambiguated term), overall, the results still underline

cepts, 4,316 (28.1%) can be assigned a meaning. Of these 4,316

the intuition that the ATCT framework can be successfully ap-

concepts, there are no words that have 1 or more synonyms.

plied to other domains than economics and management.

However, 4,265 out of 15,285 terms (i.e., 27.9%) are ambigu-

Furthermore, when analyzing the disambiguation quality for

ous. Hence, similar to the STW taxonomy, the MeSH taxonomy

medicine and health, similar patterns can be observed as for

also underlines the importance of using WSD procedures, and

the domain of economics and management. For 85.1% of the

therefore we apply an additional disambiguation procedure to

terms, the meaning is identical in both in the MeSH and the

the MeSH taxonomy.

generated taxonomy. This generally holds for techniques and

The benchmark taxonomy is notably bigger than our con-

procedures like ‘biopsy’, ‘transplantation’, ‘echocardiography’,

structed taxonomy. The semantic recall value will therefore be

and ‘angiography’, as well as for terms with many subcate-

low, as the number of shared concepts between the built tax-

gories and related terms, such as ‘virus’ and ‘enzyme’. Also,

onomy and benchmark taxonomy is divided by a large num-

broad terms for complex systems, e.g., ‘immune system’ and

ber. Table 6 shows that the taxonomy created for medicine and

‘central nervous system’, and most general, body-related terms

health is comparable to the one built for economics and man-

such as ‘skin’, ‘muscle’, ‘intestine’, and ‘bone marrow’ are dis-

agement. The S P is higher, while the S R is lower, as the MeSH

ambiguated to the same senses.

Measure
SP
SR
TP
TR
TF

WSD
0.1846
0.0115
0.6173
0.6900
0.6516

The remaining 14.9% of the terms have a different meaning

No WSD
–
–
0.6182
0.6472
0.6324

in both taxonomies. In most cases, these terms have a medical meaning in the reference taxonomy, but are assigned distinct, non-medical, interpretations in the generated taxonomy.
For instance, ‘axis’ is defined as the second cervical vertebra

Table 6: Evaluation results for the built taxonomy for medicine and health

that serves as a pivot for turning the head, but in the generated
25

taxonomy, it is a group of countries in special alliance. Next

ease, whereas in the generated taxonomy it is disambiguated

‘heart’ is defined as the hollow muscular organ located behind

as a prediction about how something (as the weather) will de-

the sternum and between the lungs, yet in the generated tax-

velop. Last, in the MeSH taxonomy, ‘alcohol’ is defined as any

onomy it refers to the area that is approximately central within

of a series of volatile hydroxyl compounds that are made from

some larger region. A ‘cell’ is generally seen as the basic struc-

hydrocarbons by distillation, but in the generated taxonomy it

tural and functional unit of all organisms, but in the generated

indicates a liquor or brew containing alcohol as the active agent.

taxonomy it is disambiguated as a room where a prisoner is
kept. Additionally, in the MeSH taxonomy, ‘blood’ is defined

6. Concluding Remarks

as the fluid (red in vertebrates) that is pumped by the heart, but
We presented an approach for the automatic construction of

in the generated taxonomy it is defined as the descendants of

a taxonomy from a text corpus, which comprises four steps.

one individual. A last example is ‘arm’, which is a human limb

First, we extract terms from a corpus using a part-of-speech

in the domain of health and medicine, yet in the generated tax-

tagger [22]. Subsequently, from these extracted terms the ones

onomy, it is disambiguated as any instrument or instrumentality

that are most relevant for a specific domain are selected using

used in fighting or hunting, i.e., a weapon.

a filtering approach. Terms are selected on the basis of domain
Some of these terms only have a slightly different meaning

consensus, domain pertinence, and structural relevance. In or-

in both taxonomies. These small differences can be caused by

der to build a concept hierarchy we applied the subsumption

different plausible meanings within the medical domain, e.g.,

method. This method uses the co-occurrence of concepts in the

‘medicine’ refers to the branches of medical science that deal

used text corpora to establish the broader-narrower relation be-

with nonsurgical techniques in the MeSH taxonomy, but in

tween concepts. Third, the selected terms are disambiguated

the generated taxonomy it is disambiguated as something that

by means of a word sense disambiguation technique and con-

treats, prevents, or alleviates the symptoms of disease. Other

cepts are generated. In the final step, the broader-narrower re-

terms are disambiguated in the benchmark taxonomy with a

lations between concepts are determined using a subsumption

sense that pertains to medicine and health, yet in the generated

technique that makes use of concept co-occurrences in text.

taxonomy, they have a very similar (but non-identical) mean-

We evaluated the constructed taxonomy by comparing it with

ing that is defined in a more general way, and which does not

a reference (benchmark) taxonomy using the golden standard

necessarily connect to the considered domain. The terms ‘risk’,

evaluation approach. For this, we have also described new

‘prognosis’, and ‘alcohol’ are typical examples. In the MeSH

measures, i.e., semantic precision and semantic recall, which

taxonomy, the first term is defined as the probability of becom-

measure the quality of the concept representations of the cre-

ing infected given that exposure to an infectious agent has oc-

ated taxonomy. Moreover, we used existing measures such as

curred, while in our generated taxonomy, it is a venture un-

the taxonomic precision and taxonomic recall to retrieve the

dertaken without regard to possible loss or injury. Hence, the

quality of the broader-narrower relations in the built taxonomy.

meaning is similar, but lies within a different context. This

Instead of employing the lexical representations of taxonomy

also holds for the second term, ‘prognosis’, which is defined

concepts we use the acquired semantic representations to re-

in the medical domain as a prediction of the course of a dis-

trieve the quality of the broader-narrower relations.
26

domain, i.e., the domain of medicine and health, which was

We constructed a taxonomy for the domain of economics and

benchmarked using the MeSH ontology.

management. By semantically evaluating the built taxonomy
we found that the senses present in the taxonomy had a semantic

In our endeavors, we constructed a taxonomy using a term

precision (S P) of approximately 11.63% and a semantic recall

filtering method to select the most relevant terms in the domain

(S R) of approximately 5.57%. Additionally, we also tested the

of economics and management. These terms are processed into

framework on the medicine and health domain, yielding similar

labels of the concepts that ultimately form the taxonomy using

results. The S P and S R are dependent on the size of the built

the subsumption method. To take into account that terms might

taxonomy and the benchmark taxonomy, respectively. As the

not be selected as they are not recognized by the used semantic

STW ontology, which was the benchmark ontology we used for

lexicon, we applied a heuristic which adds lexically equivalent

evaluation, is more than twice as large as the built taxonomy the

concepts to the semantic intersection of two taxonomies when

S R is lower than the S P.

the concepts have a common ancestor or descendant.

The lower S P and S R values are explained by the content

As future work we would like to improve the proposed algo-

of the STW ontology. The STW ontology contains many con-

rithm as follows. One could enhance the concept mappings be-

cepts with labels used for broad categories, which are not eas-

tween the built taxonomy and the reference taxonomy by taking

ily extracted from text in an automatic manner. Examples of

into account the semantic distances (e.g., path lengths) between

such terms are ‘environmental and resource economics’, ‘pub-

concepts in a graph that combines the built taxonomy with the

lic finance and finance research’, and ‘management science and

benchmark taxonomy. The smaller the distance between con-

operations research’. The majority of the concepts in the tax-

cepts, the higher the probability that the concepts are seman-

onomy intersection (computed and benchmark) have shorter la-

tically the same. Also, we would like to investigate the use

bels like ‘real estate’, ‘interest rate’, and ‘marginal cost’, as

the proposed semantic approach on other methods than the sub-

these labels are recognized more often by a semantic lexicon.

sumption method, e.g., hierarchical clustering, formal concept
analysis, etc. This would allow us to compare the semantics-

The quality of the broader-narrower relations between the

based implementation of several corpus-based taxonomy con-

concepts of the built taxonomy is given by the taxonomic F-

struction methods.

measure (T F) which is 68.16%. A majority of the broadernarrower relations of the concept in the intersection of the built
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